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We have developed an algorithm based upon pseudospectral ab initio electronic structure methods
for evaluating correlation energies via the localized Mo” ller–Plesset methodology of Pulay and
Saebo. Even for small molecules (;20 atoms! CPU times are diminished by a factor of;10
compared to canonical MP2 timings for Gaussian 92 and the scaling is reduced fromN42N5 in
conventional methods to;N3. We have tested the accuracy of the method by calculating
conformational energy differences for 36 small molecules for which experimental data exists, using
the Dunning cc-pVTZ correlation consistent basis set. After removing 6 test cases on the grounds of
unreliability of the experimental data, an average deviation with experiment of 0.18 kcal/mol
between theory and experiment is obtained, with a maximum deviation of;0.55 kcal/mol. This
performance is significantly better than that obtained previously with a smaller basis set via
canonical MP2; it is also superior to the results of gradient corrected density functional theory.
© 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Second order Mo” ller–Plesset perturbation theory~MP2!
is one of the core techniques in ab initio electronic struct
theory. It is the least expensive wave function based~as op-
posed to density functional~DF!! method in which a substan
tial fraction of the correlation energy is recovered. While D
methods have made remarkable progress over the pa
years, yielding atomization energies for small molecules t
are superior to MP2,1 there are still difficulties in calculating
dispersion interactions, hydrogen bonds, and other w
forces with DF methods. MP2, in contrast, is believed to
rather reliable for such problems provided a sufficiently la
basis set is used. Finally, in conjunction with a multiconfig
rational reference@e.g. GVB,2 GVB-RCI Ref. 3,! a series of
papers from the groups of Pulay,4,5 Roos,6,7 and Messmer8,9

have shown that near-chemical accuracy can be obtaine
correcting these MC-SCF wavefunctions with the multico
figurational analog of the MP2 methodology. As we ha
recently demonstrated3 a high quality MCSCF methodolog
~GVB-RCI! which scales asN3 ~whereN is the basis se
size!, the development of a similarly efficient MP2 algorith
would allow highly accurate calculations on very large m
ecules, e.g. in the 50–100 atom range.

In the present paper, we demonstrate that by using p
dospectral numerical techniques in combination with the
calized formulation of Pulay and Saebo,10 an MP2 algorithm
that scales asN3 ~more specifically,n2N, wheren is the
number of occupied orbitals! while retaining traditional ac-
curacy of conventional electronic structure codes can be
vised. For a calculation using a DZP basis with 250 fun
tions, the method is already five times more efficient than
MP2 code inGAUSSIAN 92.13 Extrapolations of the timing

a!Presently affiliated with Schro¨dinger Inc., 80 South Lake Ave., Suite 73
Pasadena, California 91101.
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results presented below to the 1000 basis function limit in
dicate that our PS-LMP2 method is approximately 25 time
faster thanGAUSSIAN 92 for a 6-31G** basis and 250 times
faster for a TZP basis such as the Dunning cc-pVTZ~Ref.
14! correlation consistent basis. This means that new areas
chemistry are opened up to MP2~and GVB-RCI-MP2!
methods by the present approach.

The key to the improved scaling is that the two electron
integrals which go into the MP2 energy expression can b
calculated directly over molecular orbitals in the PS method
avoiding the traditional four index transform of standard
methods. For canonical MP2, this does not gain anythin
because there aren2N2 integrals to evaluate and each inte-
gral requiresNgrid operations to calculate, leading to a
;N5 scaling that is identical to that obtained in the usua
analytical integral technology. However, in the localized for-
mulation of MP2, there are insteadn2Nv

2 integrals to evalu-
ate, whereNv is a fixed virtual space size that does not
change as the molecule grows larger. This removes two pow
ers ofN and leads toN3 scaling as asserted above.

The LMP2 energies will not, of course, agree exactly
with canonical MP2, although the difference in correlation
energy is small, typically on the order of 1%. Pulay and
Saebo have argued that11 LMP2 energies differences are su-
perior to canonical MP2 as one would expect significantly
fewer problems with basis set superposition error~BSSE!.
Saebo and Pulay provided a practical demonstration of th
point in an extensive series of calculations on the wate
dimer.12 In that paper, it was shown that LMP2 rapidly con-
verges to a result very close to experiment for the wate
dimer binding energies, while canonical MP2 is on the orde
of 0.5 kcal/mol off this value for rather large basis sets an
converges to the correct result only when enormous bas
sets are utilized. Furthermore, the so-called counterpoise co
rection overcompensated for the BSSE, leading to a resu
1481481/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1482 Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
that was equally inaccurate in the opposite direction.
Recently, St. Amantet al.15 have assembled a data ba

of 36 molecules from the literature for which experimen
evaluation of gas phase conformational energy differen
are available. They calculated these energy differences
canonical MP2 using a TZP basis set and with gradie
corrected DFT methods. While the results were in ma
cases in agreement with experiment for both approac
each method had a significant subset of molecules for wh
substantial errors were obtained. Indeed, the average e
per molecule~0.35 kcal/mol for both MP2 and DFT! was a
marginal, if definite, improvement over the Hartree–Fo
results~average error 0.52 kcal/mol!.

In the present paper, we carry out LMP2 calculations
this same test set of 36 molecules to test the accurac
LMP2 methods. We utilize the Dunning cc-pVTZ correlatio
consistent basis14 rather than the older Dunning TZP bas
employed in Ref. 15; this eliminates many of the serio
discrepancies with experiment that were attributed to
MP2 method in Ref. 15. When canonical MP2 and LMP2
compared for the same basis set, the results are typic
within ;0.3 kcal/mol, indicating that BSSE problems a
minimal for most of the cases studied here.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
view the theory of LMP2, while in section III, we describ
the PS LMP2 algorithm in detail. In section IV, we prese
our conformational energy calculation and discuss the res
in depth. In section V, we carry out timing comparisons, n
only with Gaussian 92 canonical MP2 but also with DF
calculations. Finally, in section VI, the conclusion, we d
cuss future development of LMPmethods~e.g. LMP3, GVB-
LMP! and expected improvements in performance of
code over the next year.

II. LOCALIZED MP2 METHODS

The basic idea of LMP2 is extremely simple. It is bas
upon the fact that for virtually all molecules, one can co
struct a localized orbital representation of the occupied sp
that is equivalent to the usual Hartree–Fock canonical or
als which are typically delocalized over the entire molecu
One way to do this is to employ Boys localization,16 a uni-
tary transformation of the canonical orbitals designed to
timize localization. Alternatively, GVB methods generate
calized orbitals automatically in the course of the MCS
iteration process.

The typical result of Boys or GVB localization is tha
each orbital has substantial amplitude on one atom~lone
pair! or two atoms~bond!. This localization procedure work
even for cases like benzene, yielding orbitals for that m
ecule appropriate to one set of Kekule structures. Rem
ably, as is shown below, the LMP2 energy differences
benzene are in quite good agreement with conventional M
results, and in terms of energetics, there are no probl
with symmetry~one might run into a problem trying to ca
culate wavefunction properties such as the quadrupole
ment with LMP2, however!. There may well be some case
such as s electrons in metals, where the localization pro
dure breaks down; however, we have not investigated
type of system in the present paper.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬05¬Jun¬2003¬to¬128.59.114.15.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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Following Pulay and Saebo,10 we expand the first order
wavefunction in a basis of determinants in which the virtua
orbitals are nonorthogonal, and are dependent upon the o
cupied orbitals from which excitation takes place. The first
order correctionC (1) to the Hartree–Fock reference is:

C~1!5(
i> j

(
p,q

Ci j
pqC i j

pq, ~1!

with C i j
pq denoting a doubly substituted generator state func

tion made by exciting fromi j occupied, localized orbitals to
pq localized virtual orbitals. In canonical MP2 theory, the
coefficientsCi j

pq are simplified by the fact that the orbitals are
eigenfunctions ofH0 , the Fock operator,

Ci j
pq~canonical!5

Ki j
pq

e i1e j2ep2eq
, ~2!

whereKi j
pq is the exchange integral,

Ki j
pq5E p~r 1!i ~r 1!q~r 2! j ~r 2!

r 12
dr125~piu jq !, ~3!

ande i are canonical orbital eigenvalues. In LMP2, however,
one has to solve an iterative equation, obtained from th
Hylleras variational form of the second order energy. This
equation has been derived in detail by Pulay and Saebo11 and
we shall not repeat this here; the equation is:

T i j
~2!5K i j1FCi jS1SCi jF2S(

k
@FikCk j1Fk jCik#S

50, ~4!

where F is the Fock matrix andS is the overlap matrix.
Matrices such asK i j are restricted to the dimensions of the
virtual space for the occupied pairi j . The second order en-
ergy correctionE(2) is simply

E~2!5(
i> j

^K i j C̃j i &; C̃j i5~11d i j !
21~4Ci j22Cj i !

~5!

with the bracket denoting a trace.
The use of localized occupied orbitals and nonorthogo

nal virtual orbitals leads to off-diagonal terms in the Fock
operator and overlap matrix above, which prevent the ana
lytical solution of Eq.~4! as is straightforward in canonical
MP2 theory. However, the iterative equations converge in
small number of iterations and have a reasonable prefact
and scaling with system size, as shown below. Consequentl
they present no barrier to the efficient use of LMP2 methods

For larger basis sets such as cc-pVTZ we have foun
that to obtain a stable solution of Eq.~5! it is necessary to
effectively remove high energy virtual orbitals which have a
very large coefficients in their AO expansion. The large co-
efficients of these virtuals create an instability since the
square of these coefficients in the formation ofKi j

pq greatly
magnifies any pseudospectral error in the integral. The auto
mated procedure in our code for this removal involves defin
ing the virtuals to be orthogonalized to as those which hav
a sum of their AO coefficients which is more than twice the
average coefficient sum for the virtuals. The remaining vir-
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1483Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
tual orbitals are then orthogonalized to this selected set. T
procedure is completely automatic and does not require
justment on a case by case basis. Furthermore, since the
virtual space itself is not complete, this procedure does
cause any incompleteness in the pair virtual space. For
test cases studied here only about 10% of the molecule
quired removal of from one to three virtuals. The fact th
accurate conformational energy differences were obtai
for the cases with virtual orbitals removed suggests that
procedure for removing high energy virtuals is stable.

The formulation above is a powerful one because it
lows the use of any occupied orbitals~as long as they are
obtained from a unitary transformation of the canonical
bitals! and any virtual space. The basic physical idea is th
that correlation is local and a local basis should be suffic
to correlate each localized orbital. We follow the prescripti
of Pulay and Saebo in which the virtual space for a p
excitationi j is taken to be the atomic basis functions on t
atoms on whichi and j have large coefficients, orthogona
ized to the occupied space. The last of these proced
means that the correlating orbitals are not particularly w
localized in space, an observation that has impeded effor
use cutoffs in conventional implementations of LMP2. Ho
ever, in the PS implementation, spatial localization of
virtual orbitals is unneccessary to achieve huge gains in c
putational efficiency. The key is in the reduction of the nu
ber of virtual orbitals for each occupied pair to a fixed valu
independent of system size. Note that in this initial imp
mentation all occupied valence pairsi j are correlated. Future
implementations will allow for weakly correlated pairs to b
left uncorrelated.

For excitation of a pair of electrons from two localize
chemical bonds, a maximum of four atoms, two atoms fr
each bond, will contribute to the set of virtual functions co
relating thei j bond pair. For a DZP basis and four first ro
heavy atoms, this leads to a total size of the virtual spac
order 60 functions per bond pair . Larger basis sets, e.g. T
will of course result in a larger virtual space; however, th
will have no effect on the scaling of the calculations w
system size for a given basis type.

III. PSEUDOSPECTRAL MP2 METHODS

A. Analysis of conventional four index transform
methods

The expressions for the canonical MP2 second order
ergy correction and the local MP2 correction in Eq.~5! re-
quire the exchange integralsKi j

pq involving two occupied and
two virtual orbitals. In conventional electronic structu
codes,Ki j

pq is evaluated by a four-index transformation of t
AO integralsKmn

kl to the requisite orbital space. In conve
tional electronic structure codes this transformation is eva
ated by carrying out the sum one index at a time. Thus,
first step in the four index transform takes a linear combi
tion of exchange integrals@Eq. ~3!# Kmn

kl with klmn in the
AO basis,

Kil
mn5(

k
ckiKkl

mn5(
k
cki~mkunl !, ~6!
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andcki the coefficient of orbitali in the AO basis. The sec-
ond step is then

Ki j
mn5(

l
cl j Kil

mn, ~7!

and so on until all of the indices refer to molecular orbitals.
Note that the first steps in the transforms above contain no
reference to virtual orbitals, and are thus entirely unaffected
by the use of the localized MP2 formalism. Only steps 3 and
4 are impacted, with the greatest impact being on step 4.

It is possible in principle to reduce the scaling of steps 1
and 2 by the use of cutoffs. However, these cutoffs are much
less efficacious than in the corresponding usage in Hartree
Fock theory. The reason is that the major expense in a direc
SCF calculation is the computation of two electron integrals.
This depends strongly on the degree of contraction in the
basis set. The integral cutoffs are very effective at throwing
out contracted primitives with large exponents, thus drasti-
cally reducing the degree of contraction. This leads to sub
stantial CPU reductions for two electron integral calculation.

However, to be of use in reducing operation counts for
the four index transform, it is necessary to discard the entire
integral. This is much less likely than discarding a contracted
primitive quartet as it is dependent upon having small over-
laps between primitives containing the smallest exponents in
each basis function; the large gains obtained by integral cut
offs in GAUSSIAN 92 arise from substantial reductions in the
terms proportional toK4, whereK is the effective contrac-
tion degree. While the actual effectiveness that can be ob
tained can be determined only by empirical experimentation
it is clear from examination of typical basis sets that very
large molecules will be required before the scaling can be
reduced to the theoretical limit ofN3. This analysis is con-
firmed by the results reported below forGAUSSIAN 92, in
which integral cutoffs are implemented. Of course, future
improvements in the conventional MP2 algorithms may yield
better performance.

B. Pseudospectral formulation

1. Basic theory

In localized pseudospectral MP2, the key step is genera
tion of the two electron integrals over the occupied and vir-
tual local MOs. These are formed directly from the following
sum over grid pointsg,17

Ki j
pq5(

g
Qi~g!Rp~g!Ajq~g!. ~8!

HereQi is the least squares fitting operator for molecular
orbital i , Rp is the physical space representation of virtual
orbitalp, andAjq(g) is the three center, one electron integral
over molecular orbitalsj andq given by

Ajq~g!5(
kl

ck jclqAkl~g!

5(
kl

ck jclqE xk~1!x l~1!

r 1g
dr1 ~9!
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1484 Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
with xk,l denoting contracted AO basis functions. There
two major steps in the calculation; evaluation of Eq.~8! to
produce the final two electron integrals, and carrying out
transformations in Eq.~9! from the AO basis to MOs. The
latter is performed sequentially, as in a conventional fo
index transform. The first step is:

Ajl ~g!5(
k
ck jAkl~g!. ~10!

This step has a formalN4 scaling which is reduced toN3 by
the use of integral cutoffs. However, this step has a v
small prefactor, because the number of grid pointsNg is
much less than the square of the number of basis functi
additionally, vectorization and parallelization are straightf
ward because of the grid index. Consequently, this transf
is not the rate limiting step in the calculation, as is demo
strated below.

The second step is:

Ajq~g!5(
l
clqAjl ~g!. ~11!

Note that at this stage one cannot introduce truncation of
virtual space because all pairsAjq are needed for later cal
culations, due to the ‘‘exchange’’ terms in the local MP2
discussed in detail below. The computational effort is th
similar to step 1.

The final assembly of the two electron integrals, Eq.~8!,
has a formal scaling ofn2*Nv

2*Ng . As n andNg are propor-
tional to the size of the molecule, the approximate scal
with the number of atoms will be;Natom

3 . Increases in the
basis set~fixing the molecule size! will primarily affect
Nv , leading to an effective scaling ofN

2 under these condi
tions. These scaling laws are obviously qualitative impro
ments over theN3 or Natom

5 obtained with conventional MP2
algorithms. Thus, if good accuracy can be obtained for r
sonable grid sizes, the PS-LMP2 algorithm can be expe
to qualitatively outperform existing MP2 codes. In the resu
section, we demonstrate that this is the case, obtaining l
reductions in CPU time even in the;20 atom range.

It is important to stress that the computational advant
of the pseudospectral LMP2 method over canonical MP2
the analytic version of local MP2 lies in the the combinati
of the pseudospectral assembly of integrals and the loca
proximation. Regarding the comparison with analytic loc
MP2, the analytic formation of theKi j

pq integrals for local
MP2 requires a four index transformation discussed in E
~6! and ~7!. Although this four index transormation to th
local virtual space is faster than the full canonical four ind
transform it still retainsnN4 scaling in contrast to theN3

pseudospectral scaling. The key to the pseudopectral
ciency is the ability to directly form the pseudopsectral in
grals by multiplication in the local virtual space as in Eq.~8!
rather than use sequential transformations in the AO spa

In addition to computational efficiency, it is important
consider disk storage and I/O requirements in evaluatin
MP2 algorithm. In order for local MP2 to be tractable, t
n2Nv

2/2 integrals over localized MOs must be able to fit
disk, otherwise it would be impossible to carry out the ite
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬05¬Jun¬2003¬to¬128.59.114.15.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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tive solve for the second order coefficients@Eq. ~4!#. Fortu-
nately the required disk storage scales asNatom

2 and has a
small prefactor. For example, a calculation involving a DZ
basis and 200 occupied orbitals~i.e. 400 valence electrons, a
very large system! would require only 500 MB of disk stor-
age, an easily available amount when 1GB of disk for
workstation can be purchased for a few thousand dollars.
a massively parallel machine such as the IBM SP1, wh
each node has a large local disk, the integrals can be dis
uted over the nodes and hence very large systems can
studied.

The direct implementation of Eqs.~8! and~9! for canoni-
cal MP2 has been carried out by Martinez and Carter.18 They
obtained deviations up to 1.3 kcal/mol as compared w
GAUSSIAN 92. These errors can be corrected by the use of
analytical corrections and length scales algorithms, modifi
to work efficiently in the MP2 computation. We give a brie
description here of how this is accomplished.

2. Analytical corrections

The basic idea of the analytical correction scheme19 is to
calculate selected terms analytically and replace the ps
dospectral terms with analytical ones. For LMP2, we calc
late only one center and two center terms analytically. F
thermore, two center corrections for a given atom pair a
made only when a localized molecular orbital has large a
plitude on one of the atoms and the second atom is bonde
the first. This greatly reduces the number of two center c
rections that are required~one center corrections are compu
tationally trivial!.

To efficiently implement analytical corrections, we form
the correction matrices in the AO space of the virtual orbita
for each occupied pair~as opposed to the direct calculation i
MO space described above! and carry out a conventiona
four index transform to produce the corrections in MO spa
Thus, the initial quantity that is formed is:

Kil
mn5(

k
ckiKkl

mn. ~12!

This is inexpensive because the set of AOs in Eq.~12! is
highly restricted, as described above; the number of corr
tion integrals required scales asN2. Similarly, the four index
transform exploits the restrictions on the AO indices for th
initial steps and the restrictions on the virtual MO indices
later steps; the scaling of the transform isN3. As demon-
strated below, the prefactor associated with the correction
also small; they consume only;10% of the total CPU time
for a medium sized (;30 atom! molecule, and this fraction
diminishes as the molecule increases in size.

An important point is that the memory and disk storag
required for the correction algorithm is minimal, as on
stores only the nonzero correction matrices using a poin
structure for the data.

The Fock matrix is calculated pseudospectrally with lim
ited analytic corrections as explained in Ref. 19. On
electron overlap, kinetic energy, and nuclear attraction in
grals are evaluated totally analytically.
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Pseudospectral canonical MP2 energies~a.u.! with ~PSMP2! and without ~PSMP2-nc! analytic
correction integrals compared to all analytic MP2.

Molecule MP2 PSMP2 Error~kcal/mol! PSMP2-nc Error~kcal/mol!

Water 276.219740 276.219713 0.02 276.219822 0.05
Glycine 2283.643236 2283.643385 0.09 2283.643492 0.16
Dimet. Glyoxal 2305.585104 2305.585171 0.04 2305.581330 2.36
Methy Acetate 2267.617453 2267.617639 0.11 2267.617235 0.14
Ethanol 2154.568949 2154.568900 0.03 2154.569624 0.42

Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
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A measure of the importance of these analytic corr
tions can be obtained from Table I where pseudospecta
nonical MP2 energies obtained with and without analy
corrections are compared to the all analytic Gaussian
MP2 energies with a 6-31G** basis. These and other res
we have obtained with analytic corrections are typica
within 0.2 kcal/mol of the all analytic energies while th
pseudospectral errors without corrections can be as larg
1-2 kcal/mol. Note that the non-corrected reusults in Tab
are not comparable to those of Martinez and Carter18 since
they did not use a length scales algorithm. Secondly we
not attempt to use the geometries of Ref. 18 and Ref.
correlated the 1s core while we did not.

3. Length scales algorithm

As explained in Ref. 17, one wishes to use a le
squares fitting operatorQi , where i is a diffuse AO, only
when the three indices in front ofQ are also diffuse. This is
easily accomplished for LMP2 by dividing the transform
three center one electron integralsAjq into a short~SR! and
long range~LR! piece:

Ajq
~SR!~g!5 (

n5SR
cnqAjn~g!;

Ajq
~LR!~g!5 (

n5LR
cnqAjn~g!, ~13!

Ajq
~S1L !~g!5Ajq

~SR!~g!1Ajq
~LR!~g!,

where j ,q are orbital indices andn is an AO index. Short
range and long range classifications are assigned by
length scale of the AO basis functions. This requires no
ditional CPU time as each piece is simply accumulated se
rately.

The similar construction of long range and short ran
pieces forQ andR is similarly trivial. We then assemble th
two electron integral over MOs as:

Ki j
pq5(

g
$@Qp

~SR!~g!Ri
~S1L !~g!1Qi

~SR!~g!Rp
~LR!~g!#

3Ajq
~S1L !~g!1@Qj

~SR!~g!Rq
~S1L !~g!1Qq

~SR!~g!

3Rj
~LR!~g!1Qq

~LR!~g!Rj
~LR!~g!#Aip

~LR!~g!%.

~14!

Roughly a factor of 2 in additional CPU time for th
final assembly step is required by this modification of E
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103¬Jun¬2003¬to¬128.59.114.15.¬Redistribution¬subject
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~8!. It is possible that this can be dispensed with for weak
interacting pairs, a strategy we will investigate in the futur
For the present, however, use of the length scales algorit
yields significant improvement in accuracy as has be
demonstrated17 in the Hartree–Fock case.

IV. RESULTS

A. Computational details

The local MP2 calculations were performed with the cc
pVTZ basis of Ref. 14 consisting of a 3s/2p contracted set
on the H atom, a 4s/3p/2d set on C,N,O,F atoms and a
5s/4p/2d set on Cl. Note that we do not includef functions
on any atom. For reference, the TZP basis used in Ref. 15
which we compare our results has the same number of c
tracted functions as the cc-pVTZ basis but has a differe
primitive set and contraction scheme. The local MP2 calc
lations used the so called ‘‘ultra-fine’’ grid of the PSGVB
~Ref. 20! code containing on average 400 grid points pe
atom. In addition limited one and two center corrections
the integrals were used as explained above. All MP2 calc
lations used a frozen 1s core for C,N,O,F atoms and a
electron frozen core for Si and Cl.

B. Water dimer

To test the PS-LMP2 code we have performed the LMP
calculations on the water dimer reported in Ref. 12. Usin
the 6-311G~2d1p! basis and geometries of Ref. 12 we hav
calculated the LMP2 water dimer energy and have also c
culated the counterpoise correction to the Hartree–Fo
dimer energy. The results shown in Table II agree with tho
of Ref. 12 to within 0.2 kcal/mol. The small differences with
the results of Ref. 12 result from the pseudospectral integ
tion method. Further comparisons of our LMP2 code again
the results of Pulay and Saebo are not possible since

TABLE II. Pseudospectral water dimer energies~a.u.! and binding energies
~kcal/mol! with HF counterpoise corrections compared to analytic~AN!
results of Ref. 12.

Method Monomer Dimer CP-corrected BE

HF PS 276.043655 2152.095066 3.82
HF AN 276.043687 2152.094995 3.78
PS LMP2 276.257625 2152.524350 4.66
AN LMP2 ... 2152.524620 4.84
, No. 4, 22 July 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1486 Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
method currently correlates all valence pairs while Pulay
Saebo generally do not correlate all valence pairs.

C. Small displacements of atoms

To test the accuracy of the LMP2 method, we first ha
run a series of tests in which atoms are displaced by a s
amount relative to a reference configuration. For these te
we expect that the energy differences for canonical MP2
LMP2 are extremely close. The results shown in Table
were obtained with a 6-31G** basis. The small distortio
included symmetric stretches of H atoms and local dis
tions of a chosen atom. The results for ethylene, acetic
and benzene show that LMP2 tracks canonical MP2 ove
wide energy range of distortions. The results for benzene
particularly significant as it is commonly believed that be
zene can only be described with delocalized symmetry or
als. There is in fact no difficulty in converging the Boy
localized orbitals of benzene and of course this unitary B
localization does not change the physical observables of
HF wavefunction. The first order LMP2 wave function do
however not retain the full D6 H symmetry of the benzen
ring. This point would perhaps be noticable in the LMP
calculation of higher multipole moments though appears
be of no consequence for energy differences.

D. Conformational energies

The problem of calculating conformational energy d
ferences is an extremely important one from the standp
of molecular modeling. Such calculations are used routin
in the development of force fields, and errors in the quant
mechanical results represent a fundamental limitation on
accuracy of the molecular mechanics. While other errors
the force field are also of significance—for example, sol
tion effects, and nonbonded interactions—it is likely that
rors in conformational energies are similar in magnitude.

In Ref. 15, the authors have assessed the performan
three computational models: canonical MP2, Hartree–Fo
and gradient-corrected density functional theory with T
basis sets. In general the answers are quite reasonable;

TABLE III. Relative energies~kcal/mol! of small distortions of ethylene
acetic acid, and benzene calculated with local MP2~LMP2! and canonical
MP2.

Molecule LMP2 MP2 Distortion

Ethylene 0.42 0.46 C-H symmetric stretch
3.32 3.40 C-C stretch
0.29 0.33 CH2 stretch

Acetic Acid 51.37 51.00 CH3 stretch
0.45 0.54 O-H stretch
3.09 3.08 C-O stretch

Benzene 38.6 39.5 local C-C distortion
8.18 8.81 local C-C distortion
57.75 58.35 local C-C distortion
49.6 48.98 local C-C distortion
2.38 2.39 C-H symmetric stretch
0.33 0.26 C-H symmetric stretch
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ever, each method has a significant number of cases in wh
there is substantial disagreement with experiment. Hence,
problem cannot be said to have been solved in a comple
reliable fashion.

In altering conformation, no chemical bonds are brok
or formed. Consequently, one might expect that a pertur
tive method such as MP2 would yield rather accurate resu
Indeed, a quite striking result of Ref. 15~although not com-
mented on by the authors! is that the difference between
MP2 and MP4 results are in the vast majority of cases a f
tenths of kcal/mol. This suggests that the problem cases
Ref. 15 may be a result of either inadequacies in the basis
or errors in the experimental numbers.

A major objective of the present section, in addition
validating the results from our LMP2 code, is to explore th
possibility. Somewhat arbitrarily, we set 0.4 kcal/mol as o
target for agreement of theory and experiment. A tigh
range, which will certainly be warranted in the future, wou
require greater quality control with regard to the experime
tal data. In addition to presenting average theory/experim
deviations for various computational models, we exami
cases where each of the methods deviate from experimen
more than this value, and attempt a preliminary judgemen
to whether the problem is likely to arise from theory or e
periment. The hope is that this rather provocative evaluat
will spur experimentalists and theorists to focus on the
cases and resolve the discrepancy one way or another,
example by newer, more accurate experiments~much of the
data dates from 15–30 years ago! or by carrying out higher
level correlated calculations with larger basis sets.

1. Conformational energy results

Table IV presents theory/experiment comparisons for t
set of 36 molecules with experimental data considered
Ref. 15. In the non-cyclic molecules the conformers are ty
cally of the gauche and anti form, while for the cyclic cas
the substituent attached to the ring is in the equatorial
axial form. Further specification of the conformers can
obtained from Ref. 15.

In one set of runs~PSHF, LMP2 in Table IV! 6-31G*
MP2 optimized geometries were used while in another
~PSHF-h, LMP2-h in Table IV! 6-31G* HF optimized geom-
etries were used. For easy reference, we have included
canonical HF, MP2 and NLDA results of Ref.15 ~columns
HF MP2 NLSDA in Table IV! where the MP2 was run at the
6-31G* MP2 optimized geometries, HF at the 6-31G* H
optimized geometries and the NLDA run at NLDA optmize
geometries. In a few cases, we have recalculated canon
MP2 results with the Dunning cc-pVTZ basis~we did not do
this for the entire set of molecules because of the compu
tional expense!. These cc-pVTZ MP2 results appear as th
cc-pVTZ rows in Table IV. All experimental numbers ar
those listed in Ref. 15.

Our first goal is to identify cases where the experimen
result is to be questioned, based upon all correlated theo
cal methods~canonical MP2, LMP2, NLDA! yielding results
that are very close to each other but quite different from t
experimental values. As we have MP2 results here with t
different basis sets and the NLDA results which calculate t
, No. 4, 22 July 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. Relative conformational energies~kcal/mol! from pseudospectral HF~PSHF! and local MP2~LMP2! compared to HF, canonical MP2 and
non-local spin density functional~NLSDA! calculations of Ref. 15. The cc-pVTZ rows refer toGAUSSIAN 92HF and canonical MP2 with the cc-pVTZ basis

Molecule PSHF PSHF-h HF LMP2 LMP2-h MP2 NLSDA Expt.

2-butene 1.74 1.75 1.54 0.90 1.39 1.31 0.93 1.0
ethanol 20.18 0.20 0.30 0.10 0.11 20.02 20.34 0.12
cc-pVTZ 20.17 0.05
formic acid 5.01 5.07 5.70 4.30 4.62 4.94 4.61 3.90
glyoxylic acid 0.40 0.48 0.08 1.05 1.01 0.54 1.42 1.20
cc-pVTZ 0.42 1.30
butane 1.09 1.06 0.96 0.66 0.92 0.61 0.67 0.75
N-methylacetamide 2.49 2.44 2.62 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.22 2.30
propylamine 0.54 0.4 0.61 0.18 0.19 0.28 0.39 0.42
isopropanol 0.31 0.32 0.38 0.30 0.26 0.23 20.07 0.28
isoproplylamine 0.31 0.36 0.47 0.29 0.38 0.54 0.34 0.45
butanone 1.18 1.24 1.20 0.90 0.98 0.85 1.78 1.15,2.0
methyl vinyl ether 1.54 1.66 1.75 2.62 2.49 2.68 2.47 1.15
acrolein 2.39 2.39 2.07 2.20 1.83 2.12 2.23 2.0
propionaldehyde 0.81 0.82 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.84 0.82 0.95
1,3-butadiene 3.64 3.49 3.10 2.75 3.15 2.47 3.80 2.49
cc-pVTZ 3.44 2.80
ethylether 1.75 1.67 1.76 1.00 1.29 1.49 1.13 1.10
isoprene 2.80 2.72 2.43 2.68 2.61 2.33 3.34 2.65
cyclohexamine 1.31 1.13 1.15 0.80 0.80 0.56 1.46 1.10
piperidine 0.78 0.88 0.95 0.60 0.66 0.87 0.64 0.4
cc-pVTZ 0.77 0.88
methoxycyclohexane 0.89 0.61 0.57 0.30 0.27 20.21 0.36 0.45
methoxytet.hydropan 0.46 0.74 1.06 1.22 1.19 1.49 1.11 1.05
N-methylformamide 1.00 1.66 1.01 1.13 1.20 1.21 1.58 1.45
1-butene 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.60 0.69 0.37 0.12 0.53
methyl formate 5.47 5.54 6.13 5.30 5.31 5.74 4.77 3.85,4.75
methyl ethyl ether 1.69 1.64 1.75 1.22 1.26 1.45 1.23 1.50
methyl acetate 8.80 8.85 9.42 7.65 7.74 7.80 7.20 7.5-8.5
cc-pVTZ 8.81 7.81
2,3-dimethylbutane 20.07 0.13 20.11 20.11 0.03 0.08 0.36 0.17
cyclohexanol 20.27 20.29 20.34 20.10 20.15 20.21 0.06 0.52
1,2-difluoroethane 0.07 0.14 20.20 0.58 0.55 0.68 1.14 0.80
cc-pVTZ 0.17 0.61
ethyl formate 0.69 0.61 0.67 0.29 0.25 0.22 0.38 0.19
fluoropropane 20.02 0.14 0.04 0.39 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.35
methylcyclohexane 2.53 2.44 2.34 1.80 1.86 1.64 2.43 1.75
cyclohexane 6.99 6.87 6.75 6.23 6.24 6.22 6.15 5.50
N-methyl piperidine 3.97 3.93 3.93 3.46 3.41 3.65 3.15 3.15
1,2-dichloroethane 2.02 1.92 1.92 1.31 1.54 1.29 1.49 1.20
cc-pVTZ 1.98 1.41
chloropropane 0.43 0.35 0.37 20.16 20.27 20.13 0.29 20.05
cc-pVTZ 0.35 20.13
dimethyl dioxane 1.30 1.09 1.07 0.85 0.74 0.47 1.16 0.90

aPSHF, MP2, and LMP2 use 6-31G* MP2 optimized geometries while HF, HF-h and LMP2-h values used the 6-31G* HF optimized geometries.
uses NLSDA optimized geometries.
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correlation energy in a very different manner, it would b
remarkable for all of the theoretical calculations to accide
tally yield the same incorrect value. Three molecules imm
diately can be seen to fall into this category: methyl vin
ether, cyclohexane, and cyclohexanol. In all cases, the th
retical calculations are within a few tenths of a kcal/m
whereas the experimental data differs from all of the the
retical results by more than 0.5 kcal/mol~for methyl vinyl
ether, the devation is;1.5 kcal/mol!. In the case of cyclo-
hexanol, the ‘‘experimental’’ reference in Ref. 15 was in fa
a theory paper which itself referenced an experimental pap
we were unable to find the quoted value, 0.52 kcal/mol, a
where in this paper. For the other two cases the experime
were carried out more than 15 years ago and their accurac
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unclear, as modeling is required to interpret the experimen
data. We believe that these cases are deserving of experim
tal reexamination~although higher levels of theory should
also be tried—it is noteworthy that the energy difference fo
methyl vinyl ether diminished by 0.4 kcal/mol, a rather larg
result, using MP4 corrections!.

We next consider cases where there are large experim
tal error bars, for one reason or another, and one cann
choose between the values based upon agreement of
theoretical methods. The first case is methyl acetate: due
the large magnitude of the energy difference, the populatio
of the high energy conformer was quite small, and the a
thors estimate their uncertainty as1/2 1 kcal/mol. We note
that there is a large basis set dependence of the MP2 res
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1488 Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
here, with a change of 0.5 kcal/mol going from the TZP ba
of Ref. 15 to the cc-pVTZ basis. The second case is cy
hexamine. Both LMP2 and the NLDA are more or le
within the range of values given here, 1.1–1.8 kcal/mol,
our criterion. The third, and perhaps most interesting cas
butanone. Here there are two experimental values, on
which agrees with MP2 results and the other of which agr
with NLDA results.

In computing average errors, one has to make some
of decision about what the ‘‘experimental’’ value is. Belo
in our unfiltered average error statistic~no molecules dis-
carded! we assign the most favorable error possible for e
method for the three above cases. In our filtered aver
error statistic, we remove these three cases as well as
three cases where we question the experiments from the
set, leaving 30 molecules in all.

Table V presents inclusive and filtered average err
and standard deviations for each of the methods present
Table IV ~excluding the cc-TZVP canonical MP2 calcul
tions, for which we do not have a full data set!. The LMP2
results are superior even for the unfiltered case, and bec
qualitatively superior for the filtered set. Indeed there is o
one molecule, methyl formate, for which the LMP2 resu
deviate from experiment by more than 0.4 kcal/mol~the de-
viation is 0.55 kcal/mol!, while the NLDA displays errors
this large in six cases~formic acid, 1,3-butadiene, isopren
ethanol, 1-butene and methylcyclohexane!.

The results for molecules which are qualitatively in err
in the MP2 calculations of Ref. 15, such as glyoxylic ac
methoxycyclohexane, and dimethyl dioxane, display exc
lent agreement in our LMP2 calculations. For glyoxylic ac
the canonical MP2 error is greatly reduced from 0.6 kcal/m
to 0.1 kcal/mol by using the cc-pVTZ basis. The other tw
molecules methoxycyclohexane and dimethyl dioxane w
not run with the cc-pVTZ basis due to the large compu
tional expense ofGAUSSIAN 92with this basis, however, it is
plausible that the MP2 results for these molecules could
similarly improved with cc-pVTZ basis. The other possibili
is that the MP2 errors in methylcyclohexane and dimet
dioxane are a result of BSSE. The resolution of the M
error here requires further study, however, given the re
tively good agreement between LMP2 and MP2 for the ot
molecules we are inclined to believe that the cc-pVTZ ba
could account for the difference between MP2 and LMP2
these two molecules.

The LMP2 results using the 6-31G* HF optimized g
ometries differ in most cases from the 6-31G* MP2 op
mized geometries by of order 0.1 kcal/mol with a maximu

TABLE V. Average and rms deviations of the conformational energy diff
ences~kcal/mol! of the previous table from experiment.

Error PSHF PSHF-h HF LMP2 LMP2-h MP2 NLSDA

Full Ave. 0.49 0.41 0.48 0.27 0.31 0.36 0.36
Full RMS 0.59 0.54 0.65 0.39 0.42 0.49 0.50
Filtereda Ave. 0.48 0.39 0.31 0.18 0.23 0.31 0.28
Filtereda RMS 0.56 0.50 0.62 0.22 0.29 0.41 0.39

aThe filtered average removes six cases~see text! for which the experimental
values are questioned.
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deviation of 0.5 kcal/mol. However, for 2-butene, 1,3
butadiene, and fluoropropane the 6-31G* MP2 optimized g
ometries do yield noticable improvements over the resu
obtained from the HF geometries. These results suggest
MP2 geometry optimization while not essential to obtainin
accurate results in most cases, can reduce any substa
errors caused by the HF geometries. We intend to study
importance of geometry optimization further when the loc
MP2 gradient program we are developing is completed.

The conclusion of our calculations is thus quite differen
from that of Ref. 15. There, it was argued that the NLD
results were comparable in accuracy to MP2. Here, it is cle
that MP2, when used with a sufficiently good basis set,
significantly more reliable~and may, in fact, prove to be
qualitatively superior, providing accurate answers in a
cases, when the reliability of the experimental data are sor
out!. However, this should not detract from the impressiv
performance of the NLDA methods, which are a very larg
improvement over the LDA approach. Also, one clear
ought to check the basis set dependence of the NLDA cal
lations as this may eliminate some errors as it has done
MP2.

V. TIMING COMPARISONS

Timings for pseudospectral HF and local MP2 are di
played in Table~VI ! in comparison toGAUSSIAN 92HF and
MP2. Tests were run for up to 430 basis functions and
correlated orbitals on IBM workstations. The first timing
comparison used the cc-pVTZ basis and an IBM-370 with 6
MB of memory while the second comparison used
6-31G** basis and an IBM-580 with 256 MB memory. Since
canonical MP2 uses an inordinate~n2N2 words forn occu-
pied orbitals! amount of disk space for these systems,GAUSS-

IAN 92 was run in ‘‘direct’’ mode and tests on arginine indi
cated thatGAUSSIAN 92MP2 in disk or semi-direct mode is
no faster than in direct mode. Both PSGVB andGAUSSIAN 92

were run in C1 symmetry. A test ofGAUSSIAN 92 with C2
symmetry for Si4Me10 only lowered the cpu time by 10%,
most likely a result of the four-index transformation domi

r- TABLE VI. CPU times ~minutes! for pseudospectral HF and LMP2 com-
pared toGAUSSIAN 92HF and MP2.Nbas is the number of basis functions and
Nocc the number of occupied orbitals correlated.

cc-pVTZ basis IBM-370a

Molecule Nbas Nocc T-G92HF T-PSHF T-G92MP2 T-LMP2

1,3-butadiene 146 11 25 10 50 15
methyl acetate 169 15 51 18 134 23
butanone 197 15 72 35 210 30
piperidine 237 18 170 43 1037 55

6-31G** basis IBM-580b

Alinine 160 23 13 5 34 17
Leucine 200 27 26 10 90 30
Arginine 250 35 37 17 234 50
Si4Me10 392 43 120 30 1740 154
Porphine 430 56 167 60 1800 270

aG92-MP2 and PS-LMP2 scaling exponents for this set are 4.9 and 2
respectively.
bG92-MP2 and PS-LMP2 scaling exponents for this set are 4.0 and 2
respectively.
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1489Murphy et al.: Calculation of conformational energies
nating the MP2 cpu time where symmetry is not used.
note that attempts to run largerGAUSSIAN 92 cc-pVTZ cases
on the IBM-370 generally ran into memory problems a
attempts to run porphine and Si4Me10 with GAUSSIAN 92 on
an IBM-370 indicated of the order of a factor of 10 increa
in CPU time for the MP2. In contrast the PS-LMP2 CP
time varies by no more than a factor of 1.5 between
256-MB IBM-580 and a 64-MB IBM-370.

The local MP2 has extremely good scalings of 2.8 a
2.6 compared toGAUSSIAN 92MP2 scalings of 4.0 and 4.9 in
the 6-31G** and cc-pVTZ basis respectively. The local MP
scaling is in the range of the 2.9 NLDA scaling of Ref. 1

Table VII provides a representation of the relative tim
spent in constructing theKi j

pq integrals of Eq.~14! and the
time spent in the iterative solution of Eq.~4!. The iterative
solve which typically takes five iterations to converge t
energy to 13 1025 a.u. consumes from 10% to 15% of th
LMP2 time. For a fixed basis type correlatingn orbitals the
LMP2 solver exhibits ann2.8 scaling while for fixedn and
variable basis type or variable virtual space sizeNv , the
solver scales asNv

2.5. TheKi j
pq construction scales asN2.75.

Finally we compare local MP2 timings withGAUSSIAN
92/DFT DFT times in Table VIII on an IBM-530 with the
cc-pVTZ basis. The LMP2 itself is faster thanGAUSSIAN
92/DFT DFT with, as noted above, both methods hav
similar scalings. Adding the Hartree-Fock time to the LMP
time makes the total LMP2 calculation time equal to the D
time for the first three cases while for piperidine HF1LMP2
is 25% faster than DFT. This preliminary test indicates t
LMP2 is no more costly than DFT.

The timing results presented here should be regarde
provisional. Optimization of parameters specifically for MP
~e.g. grid and dealiasing parameters! and the use of a multi-
grid algorithm will result in significant gains. More impo
tantly, it should be possible to carry out computations
weakly coupled pairs, which do not contribute significan
to the energy, inexpensively using smaller grids and few

TABLE VII. CPU times ~IBM-370 minutes! for LMP2 construction of in-
tegrals~T-INT! and the time spent in the iterative solution~T-SOLV! of the
first-order coefficients for the cc-pVTZ cases of the previous table.

Molecule Nbas Nocc T-INT T-SOLV

1,3-butadiene 146 11 12.3 2.0
methyl acetate 169 15 19.0 3.1
butanone 197 15 24.0 4.1
piperidine 237 18 47.2 5.8

TABLE VIII. CPU times ~minutes! for pseudospectral HF and LMP2~HF1

LMP2 totals denoted by T-~HF1LMP2!! compared toGAUSSIAN 92 DFT
using the cc-pVTZ basis set on an IBM-530.

cc-pVTZ basis IBM-530
Molecule Nbas Nocc T-PSHF T-LMP2 T-~HF1LMP2! T-DFT

1,3-butadiene 146 11 14 20 34 30
methyl acetate 169 15 20 30 50 55
butanone 197 15 28 39 67 76
piperidine 237 18 46 90 136 173
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analytic corrections in the calculation of the integrals co
pling these pairs. We estimate that an implementation of t
strategy could reduce the CPU times reported here by
much as a factor of 2. However, the greatest impact will
in the scaling with system size which, for large system
should behave asymptotically as;N2.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the PS-LM
methodology is an efficient and highly accurate approach
the calculation of gas phase conformational energies of
ganic molecules. The order of magnitude performance
hancement as compared to canonical MP2, without loss
accuracy~if anything, greater accuracy is attained! suggest
that the latter method has essentially been rendered nonc
petitive. There may be other efficient approaches to cod
LMP2, based upon the conventional two electron integ
generation schemes: however, this has not yet been dem
strated.

The comparison of gradient corrected DFT and LMP2
less clear. While the results presented here favor LMP2 w
regard to accuracy, and the CPU times for both method
comparable, there is a lot of room for improvement of th
DFT approach with regard to both accuracy and efficien
Firstly, we have not tested all of the available DFT a
proaches; for example, the mixed HF/DFT method
Becke21 may prove to be better suited to conformational e
ergy calculations than the gradient corrected NLDA a
proach examined here. Secondly, new functionals are c
tinually being developed and refined; as these are targe
towards the type of problems examined here, they are lik
to become increasingly accurate. Finally, substantial i
provements in the numerical algorithms for solving the DF
equations are quite feasible; we are currently in the proc
of adapting PS methods to DFT calculations.

The present set of test cases, while sufficient to draw
conclusions described above, are by no means compre
sive. Tests on larger molecules need to be carried out. M
ecules incorporating atoms across the entire periodic ta
must be examined. Our study of dispersion interactions a
hydrogen bonding here is quite cursory; extensive sets of
molecules need to be assembled which cover these a
thoroughly. Nevertheless, the present results are encou
ing, and suggest that MP2 with large basis sets will be
computationally practical and chemically predictive tool fo
wide classes of problems.

In the very near future, we will have available method
in which LMP2 is carried out from a multiconfigurationa
rather than Hartree-Fock, reference. These GVB-RCI-M
methods have already been shown8,9 to yield high accuracy
even for bond-breaking processes. Furthermore, we h
shown3 in a previous publication that computational scalin
;N3 of the MCSCF part of the calculation can be attaine
and that overall CPU times on workstations for large mo
ecules are reasonable. Thus, this methodology will be ap
cable to large molecules.

With regard to the results presented here, we will be a
to test some of the cases in which we have suggested tha
experiments are problematic, or where there is a disagr
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ment between DFT and LMP2 calculations and the exp
ments are ambiguous. If the results remain constant when
level of correlation is increased to the RCI-MP2 level, a
use of larger basis sets also fails to change the results
validity of the LMP2 values will be confirmed; on the oth
hand, it may well be that for some of these cases there
substantial higher order effects that will be obtained in
RCI-MP2 calculation.
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